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British Columbia's cultural landscape and
natural beauty is home to over 100,000
artists & studios. Art-BC’s extensive
directory enables you to find and connect
with artists around the province. Art-BC’s
“Creative Communities” showcases artists,
studios, and other cultural destinations in
the community ensuring an inclusive
cultural experience. Each community has its
own unique cultural footprint and diversity,
contributing to the cultural mosaic of British
Columbia Creative Economy

CRAWFORD STUDIOS
Fanny Bay

Decorative glass is a versatile medium that
combines the intrinsic beauty and texture
of glass with the natural wonderment of
light. The appearance of the glass is
changed through the processes of
sandblasting, etching, carving, or sculpting
to produce timeless pieces of art that are
as functional as they are beautiful.
Crawford Etched Glass is a home based
studio. Whether your tastes prefer the
simple or elaborate, decorative
sandblasted glass is a beautiful and
versatile medium that can transform or
conform to your home décor.

MOTOKO FINE ART
STUDIO AND GALLERY
Garden Bay

Motoko’s goal is to create art that evokes
emotions and feelings and generates
positive energy and harmony within
viewers. She wants to create pieces that
people wish to have in their daily lives and
which brings them joy and
happiness.“Originally from Japan, I am
strongly influenced by my Japanese
cultural background, as well as the natural
beauty of British Columbia’s west coast
where I now live."

CHRISTY FEAVER
JEWELLERY
Tofino

Christy Feaver is an acclaimed metalsmith
and a unique designer. Inspired by all
things that move and change, Christy’s
mantra flows throughout her artwork.
Looking at her collections one can see
insights into her key influencers. The love
and light she emits through her being
mixed with the physical shapes of the
landscapes that surround her. It is with her
link to the ocean in particular, where you
will see the core structures within her work
reveal themselves. 
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MAISON SANSKAR
Bowen Island

Maison Sanskar offers custom fitted
garments from the current Sonam
Dubal collections. His unique signature
styles fuse Eastern tradition with a modern
aesthetic, redefining oriental cuts into chic,
contemporary silhouettes that combine
modern influences with flair. Dubal has an
Eco-Fashion philosophy that matches his
Buddhist background. “Sustainable or
responsible business practices is a
journey each brand and business takes in
order to continually learn, do better, and
have less of a negative impact on our
planet.”

Visiting Artists Studios is always more fun with friends.
Click below to share our News Digest!

#SUPERCULTURALBC | JOIN THE CONVERSATION      
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Annual Cost:
$150

Your Digital Ad on 
Art-BC.com features

image gallery,
description, clickable

links, social media
links and contact

information.

PLUS: Clickable maps
make it easy for your

clients to find you!
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Your annual renewal
also includes social
media engagement

with our 35K followers
+ one free Instagram

Takeover.
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